SCIENCE
In this term pupils will be introduced to
different ways of changing the shapes of
objects made from different materials. They
will identify materials that can be changed by
the actions of squashing, bending, twisting
and stretching, and link these actions with
the properties of the materials that allow
them to be changed.
ENGLISH
Children will write a set of instructions about
making a seaside collage. They will use a range
of imperative verbs and sentence types to
write their instructions. We will also focus on
persuasive writing, thinking about for and
against arguments for visiting a seaside
resort.

RE

Geography

In RE children will be finding out about sacred books from more than
one religion.
Pupils begin by recapping their work on special books and thinking about
what makes a book ‘holy’.
They then move onto looking at stories and teachings in holy books and
understanding what these mean for believers.

MATHS
Our units this term are:
-To record amounts of money using ‘£’ and ‘p’ notation
-To find more than one way to solve a money problem
-To count in 3s, recognising numbers in the 3 times-table
-To write multiplications to go with arrays
-To understand that multiplication is commutative and that
division and multiplication are inverse operations
-To measure and estimate lengths in centimetres

At The Seaside

PSHE
Personal Safety
They will begin by identifying people they
have chosen for themselves who they
trust and who they would feel comfortable
talking to if they have a worry.
They will explore ‘good’ and ‘bad’ secrets,
practise assessing risks, and will develop
strategies for keeping safe.

Children will be researching popular
seaside resorts in Essex and
surrounding areas and pinpointing
locations, resorts and attractions on a
map. This will include local geography.

Art
Children will explore and use different
materials to make a collage of a
seaside scene.

Homework
It is really important that your child comes to
school every day and is ready to learn.
Weekly homework is to be completed and given to
their class teacher on time.
Children must read at home at least 4 times a week.
Children can read on their ‘Bug Club’ account to
read additional stories and answer questions too.

